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Hydrodynamic simulations of laser-produced plasmas represent a useful tool both for theo-

reticians and experimentalists allowing them to investigate processes during laser-plasma inter-

action, which are often impossible to observe directly during the experiments. They allow not

only interpretation of experimental results, but are also often used for designing of the experi-

mental setup or detailed analysis of particular processes during the experiment.

Here, we are mainly interested in the application of the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE)

numerical methods, benefiting from the computational mesh moving with the fluid in a La-

grangian manner, while enforcing its geometric quality by a regular mesh smoothing mecha-

nism. This type of methods is very convenient for simulations of laser/target simulations and

is relatively simply extendable for additional physical models needed for suitable results, such

as realistic equations of state [1], absorption of laser beam [2], heat conductivity model [3],

cylindrical geometry, two-temperature model, phase transition model, etc.

The described models have been implemented in the framework of PALE (Prague ALE)

hydrodynamic code, allowing a large range of hydrodynamic simulations related to laser/target

interactions, see [4] for several examples. Here, the performance of the code is verified on

selected realistic numerical tests.
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